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How to Hire Top Performers
and Drive More Revenue



About Workwolf®

Workwolf® specializes in addressing hiring challenges, particularly in finding top 
performers for results-based settings.

Born from the Xerox dealer environment, our platform aims to save you time and 
effort wasted on candidates not suited for performance-based sales.

Can you imagine a world where you can assess your top performers' traits and 
then use their combined personality as a filter for all future applicants?



Solving the #1 problem in business today
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Posting a job



PackfinderTM is Workwolf®'s psychometric
assessment used to clone your top 
performers by benchmarking your new 
applicants against them.

PackfinderTM



Organizations have the ability to 
measure their current top performers 
and establish benchmarks that a high-
ranking candidate should meet.

Creating a benchmark



Filtering by PackfinderTM score



Filtering by screener questions



Assessing candidates: Screener questions



Assessing candidates: Resume



Assessing candidates: PackfinderTM



Assessing candidates: Introduction video



Collaboration



• No more wasted time filtering through hundreds of resumes to decide who you should be 
interviewing.

• Focus your efforts on interviewing candidates who are already pre-qualified for a good 
personality match, increasing the chances of being successful in your environment.

• Boost revenue / profitability with better performing hires out the gate.

• Allows business owners to focus more on selling and less on hiring.

• Dramatically reduces mis-hires and employee turnover.

• Take a vacation without worrying about "the office".

Benefits



Stephen Brennan

CRO & CoFounder

Workwolf®

Stephen is an entrepreneur with over 20 years of 
experience in both technology sales and managed 
services, driving revenue growth with a strong emphasis 
on profitability. Stephen's entrepreneurial background 
includes owning and running Xerox Canada's largest sales 
agency (Hub technology Group) for 15 years followed by a 
successful exit. He is the CRO and CoFounder of Workwolf® 
and the CEO of Magnus Recruitment Solutions.



Mark Hirte

President

The AOS Group

Mark Hirte joined The AOS Group in 2007, a leader in office 
optimization and Managed Print Services (MPS), telecom, 
internet and web hosting, as well as a supplies 
provider. He manages a team that is striving to build 
relationships and create sales opportunities within an 
existing customer base while working diligently to grow 
market share in competitive accounts within their 
geography. Since 2021, Mark is the president of The AOS 
Group.



Q&A



workwolf.com/BTA

madhav@workwolf.com

+1 (905) 808-8801

Book a free consultation
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